BiSS is the country’s leading vendor of state-of-the-art digitally controlled servo-hydraulic test systems with customer sites spread across the country and abroad. Our customers include government R&D and industry, including reputed MNCs. Company turnover has grown in ten years from Rs 500,000 to Rs 25,000,000. BiSS constitutes the most powerful team in the country in the area of servo-hydraulic test technology, offering globally competitive solutions in materials and structural testing. A third of our employees are women. The BiSS Code of Conduct is an outstanding example of ethics in business and professional interaction.

A third of BiSS annual turnover is invested on in-house research and development. BiSS Research (DSIR recognized R&D unit of BiSS (P) Ltd) has over the past ten years developed an array of innovative technologies in the area of precision testing and measurement. Ongoing development projects include compact desktop and portable test systems, high frequency test systems, servoelectrics and multi-axis shakers including earthquake simulation.

BiSS Research proposes to expand its testing facilities to meet emerging on-site and off-site requirements in materials and component testing for mechanical properties. We invite applications from young men and women holding M Sc (Physics) and with outstanding academic record and a flair for experimental work. Knowledge of measurement and calibration practice along with exposure to data processing including MS-Office is desirable. Rudimentary programming skills (e.g. Excel Macros and Visual Basic) would be an asset. Successful candidates will be initially trained in testing practice used in strength, durability and dynamic response. Future career diversification is likely in the area of global customer support and development of new test and data acquisition solutions.

Initial consolidated salary will be Rs 6,000. Incidental expenditures including transportation and meals are reimbursable. Subject to confirmation after one year’s satisfactory performance, salary will be increased to Rs 7,000 plus company contribution to PF and Medicare benefits. Work quality and productivity is rewarded by yearly bonus of up to two months’ salary and cash rewards for specific innovations. Annual salary increment at BiSS can be as high as 20%.

Applications on plain paper with personal information along with copies of pre-university, B Sc and M Sc marks sheets, exposure to specific projects and demonstrated skills along with at least two testimonials may be mailed immediately to: Director, BiSS Research, 41A, 1A Cross, AECS 2nd Stage, RMV Extn, Bangalore 560 094.

‘BiSS is an equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate on any grounds other than merit’